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Abstract. To study cognitive and social factors that facilitate the tutor-learning 
effect, we have developed an on-line game-like environment where students 
learn algebra equation solving by teaching a computer agent, called 
SimStudent. SimStudent is a first pedagogical teachable agent that commits to 
genuine inductive learning and studied in authentic classroom settings. Our 
Learning by Teaching (LBT) environment is also designed to be highly 
modular and domain independent. Furthermore, the tutoring interface used in 
the proposed LBT environment is automatically extracted from a Cognitive 
Tutor authored with Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools. Thus, it is fairly easy to 
build a LBT environment for a new subject domain.  
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1 Introduction 
It is well known that students learn by teaching others [1], and there is a school of 
researchers studying such an effect of tutor learning using a cutting-edge technology 
of pedagogical computer agent. The advanced agent technology enables us to conduct 
fine-grained controlled studies to investigate cognitive and social factors that facilitate 
tutor learning.  

One of the challenging issues to study the effect of tutor learning is that the tutor 
learns at the tutee’s expense.  The tutee might not learn much from the tutor who is 
also learning the subject. It is also difficult to conduct control studies to explore the 
facilitators for the tutor learning in such a real peer-learning context. To address these 
issues, we have developed a pedagogical machine-learning agent, called 
SimStudent [2] that inductively learns cognitive skills from worked-out examples or 
through tutored problem-solving in the context of learning by teaching, which is the 
primary focus in the current paper. Using the SimStudent technology, we developed 
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an on-line game-like learning environment where students learn algebra equation 
solving by teaching SimStudent.  

The purpose of this paper is to introduce an overview of SimStudent and the 
Learning by Teaching (LBT) environment. We discuss a various aspects of the 
teachable agent and summarize advantages and disadvantages of SimStudent as a 
research tool to study the effect of tutor learning. One of the unique characteristics of 
our LBT environment is that it is designed to use a tutoring interface taken from a 
Cognitive Tutor, which is authored by Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT) [3]. 
Coupling CTAT and SimStudent strikingly makes it affordable to build a new LBT 
environment with customized study variables to advance the theory of tutor-learning 
effect.  

2 Teachable Agent Technologies 
A teachable agent is a peer learner that students can teach.  Using a teachable 
computer agent in an educational context is not a new idea. There have been a number 
of different teachable agents developed so far for different purposes and hence with 
different roles.  

One of the most controversial issues is whether a teachable agent should actually 
learn knowledge from students or it could just dissimulate its learning capability.  
Math Concept Learning System (MCLS) [4] is an early example of the teachable 
agent that engages in inductive learning from examples. Our SimStudent also falls 
into this category. A set of background knowledge is given to compose the 
hypotheses from given examples. Since this type of teachable agent has the ability to 
learn correct or incorrect knowledge based on the student’s input, it can be used to see 
if students learn from errors made by the teachable agent, the so-called effect of 
corrective self-explanation. The other type of teachable agent does not actually 
commit to learning, but rather solicits tutoring activities from the student [5]. There 
has been no direct control study comparing teachable agents that commit genuine 
learning vs. pseudo learning. Such a comparison would clarify the importance of the 
behavioral characteristics of the teachable agent for tutor learning.  

Sometimes, the domain principles are conveyed directly by the student using the 
exact knowledge representation used by the teachable agent. Other teachable agents 
create such domain principles by themselves using their own knowledge 
representation that may be different from the students’ mental models. Betty’s Brain 
[6] is an example of the teachable agent that shares the knowledge representation with 
the student. When teaching Betty’s Brain, the student draws a concept map 
representing a causal network in a natural system (e.g., ecosystem). Given the concept 
map, Betty’s Brain then derives a causal inference. When Betty’s Brain makes an 
incorrect inference, the student must identify a flaw in the concept map and correct it 
by redrawing the map. DENISE [7] is another example of sharing a knowledge 
representation to learn a causal qualitative model of economics. Since MCLS and 
SimStudent both learn production rules, the student does not exactly know what the 
teachable agent has learned. Such a gap between the student’s input and the teachable 
agent’s output then gives the student more challenge to remediate the incorrect 
knowledge acquired by the teachable agent. Thus, the formative assessment becomes 
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more natural and essential in the tutoring context. This issue is also related to the 
visibility of the acquired knowledge discussed in the next section.  

Would it facilitate the student’s learning if the student could directly peek at the 
knowledge that the teachable agent has learned? Diagnosing the proficiency of the 
tutee and providing an adaptive instruction is an essential aspect of tutoring. If the 
student could directly itemize what the teachable agent knows, it might facilitate the 
tutoring processes. In some systems, such a direct observation happens quite 
naturalistically. Obayashi et al. [8] developed a virtual classroom environment where 
multiple teachable agents, after being tutored by individual students, solve problems. 
The students observe the answers made by the teachable agents (not only their own 
agents, but also others), and reflect their own knowledge. The subject domain used for 
their study was psychophysiology, and hence the student and the teachable agent 
shared the knowledge representation. Betty’s Brain is another example in which the 
student can directly browse the knowledge acquired by the teachable agent (which in 
this case is exactly what the student has drawn). 

3 SimStudent – General Overview 
SimStudent is a machine-learning agent that inductively learns cognitive skills for 
solving procedural problems from examples. It is a realization of programming by 
demonstration with an underlying technology of inductive logic programming. There 
are two essential learning strategies implemented for SimStudent – learning from 
worked-out examples and learning by tutored-problem solving. In either case, there 
must be a tutor agent that provides examples and feedback to SimStudent.  

When SimStudent is engaged in the former learning strategy, SimStudent attempts 
to generate a set of hypotheses that explain demonstrated solutions. The hypotheses 
are represented as production rules. This type of learning is passive and only positive 
examples are explicitly given (in the form of worked-out examples) to SimStudent. A 
closed world assumption applies here, so a positive example of a particular skill K
implicitly serves as a negative example for all other skills than K.  

When SimStudent commits learning by tutored-problem solving, it is given a 
series of problems to solve. While solving problems, SimStudent gets feedback from 
the tutor agent on the correctness of the step performed. The feedback on the 
correctness simply shows whether the step performed is correct or not. SimStudent 
may commit alternative attempts until the step is performed correctly. When 
SimStudent cannot perform a step correctly, then SimStudent asks the tutor agent for 
a hint on what to do next. The tutor agent then responds to the request by actually 
performing the step.  Details of SimStudent can be found elsewhere [2]. 

4 Learning by Teaching Environment 
Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the LBT environment. Although the underlying 
system architecture is domain independent, the current system is built for algebra 
linear equations. SimStudent is visualized as an avatar at the lower left corner, and 
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Lucy is the name of the avatar in the current version of the system. The tutor agent in 
this learning environment obviously is a student who tutors Lucy.  

There is a Tutoring Interface in the LBT environment that the student and Lucy 
share to solve problems. The student enters a problem for Lucy, and Lucy attempts to 
solve it. A step performed by Lucy is shown in the Tutoring Interface. The student 
then provides feedback on the correctness of the step performed.  In Figure 1, Lucy 
divided the equation 3x+2=5 by 3, thus entered “divide 3” in the Transformation cell. 
Lucy then asked the student if such a move was a good move or not. The student 
provides feedback by clicking the [Yes]/[No] button. Since the student is learning the 
equation solving, he/she may provide incorrect feedback. The “correctness” of Lucy’s 
performance is determined merely by the student’s feedback.  

The goal for the student in this LBT environment is to have Lucy pass the quiz. 
The system developer prepares the quiz items. When the [Quiz Lucy] button is 
clicked, Lucy takes the quiz.  The results are then summarized in a separate window 
as shown in Figure 2.  

Since SimStudent is capable of inductive learning, we can control SimStudent’s 
learning ability by manipulating SimStudent’s background knowledge and, thus, 

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the Learning by Teaching Environment. SimStudent is visualized as an 
avatar at the lower left corner and names as Lucy. 
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incorporate in SimStudent specific misconceptions that will 
yield certain errors when solving problems [9].  We have 
analyzed errors that students commonly make and 
successfully trained SimStudent to make the same errors 
when it is first launched.  This gives us the opportunity to 
examine how students deal with these errors as they come up 
when they tutor Lucy.  

5     Authoring Learning by Teaching 
Environment 

Applying SimStudent teachable agent and the LBT 
environment to other domains is easy and quick. Basically, to 
build a new LBT environment, one needs to create a Tutoring 
Interface and write the necessary background knowledge for 
SimStudent. The entire authoring process is rapid and easy, 
because SimStudent is originally developed as an intelligent 
plug-in component for Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools 
(CTAT) [3] to help novice authors build their own Cognitive 
Tutors without heavy programming [2].  

The Tutoring Interface used in the LBT environment is 
automatically taken from a Cognitive Tutor authored by 
CTAT. Depending on the subject domain to which the LBT 
environment is applied, additional background knowledge 
may need to be written with Java. There are some domain dependent components, 
such as examples and quiz items. These components are specified in a plane test file 
with fairly intuitive syntax. Interested readers can refer to the SimStudent project 
website (www.SimStudent.org) to learn more about how to apply SimStudent 
teachable agent to a new domain.  

6 Discussion and Concluding Remarks 
SimStudent is an inductive learner who genuinely acquires problem-solving skills 
from examples. The skills are represented as production rules, which is not directly 
sharable with the student who tutors SimStudent. The student must gauge 
SimStudent’s proficiency in solving problems by observing SimStudent’s behavior 
during problem solving. The student needs to diagnose SimStudent’s errors and 
determine what problem should be posed next to remedy particular errors and/or 
reveal more errors. We anticipate that such meta-level monitoring skills would 
enhance tutor learning. A preliminary lab study showed the effectiveness of learning 
equation solving by teaching SimStudent [10].  

Our LBT learning environment provides researchers with an infrastructure to 
conduct a various controlled studies to explore the effect of tutor learning. We can, 
for example, test if the self-explanation effect applies to the tutor learning. We modify 
SimStudent so that it prompts the student to justify his/her tutoring activities. We can 

Fig. 2 Summary of 
quiz. The red steps are 
incorrect steps 
whereas the green 
steps are correct. 
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also test if an intervention of meta-tutor would facilitate the tutor learning. The 
impact of the initial proficiency level (and/or the learning capability) of SimStudent 
on tutor learning is another important factor that should be studied.  

Using the proposed LBT learning, the researchers can various controlled studies to 
explore the effect of tutor learning easily and rapidly. Learning by teaching is a 
promising style of learning hence should be studied rigorously to establish robust 
cognitive theories of the tutor-learning effect.  
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